**Specifications of Earbuds**

- **Product Name:** AMOI F9
- **Bluetooth Version:** 5.0
- **Supports:** HFP 1.1, HSP 1.2, A2DP 1.2, AVRCP 1.6, SP 1.3 and TIP 1.0
- **Charging Time:** 1-2H
- **Input Current:** 5V 1A
- **Working Temperature:** -10°-55°C
- **Working Distance:** 10M
- **Chipset:** BT8832A
- **Bluetooth Version:** Version 5.0
- **Volume:** Interchangeable process light multifunction button for 3 seconds to turn on the volume, continuously press left earbud 3 times to turn down the volume, as you can adjust the volume on the phone at any time.

**Single-Ear Mode:** When the main earbud (L) and the secondary earbud (R) are not connected and there is no Bluetooth signal, the earbud will repeat the above operation.

**Remark:** Single-use  
- **Main earbud:** Bluetooth Class 1 (FR)  
- **secondary earbud:** Bluetooth Class 1 (FR)

---

**How to operate the earbuds:**

**1.** Make sure that the charging compartment is turned on. Power off the earbud before you operate the device.

**2.** Enter into Bluetooth settings in your device.

**3.** Search and select Bluetooth Name AMOI F9 in your device's Bluetooth settings to connect.

**4.** Turn on the phone Bluetooth and click on the connection pair button. If the touch button on the mobile phone automatically turns and automatically pair (Voice prompt: power on), enter into Bluetooth setting and select Bluetooth Name AMOI F9 in your device's Bluetooth settings to connect.

---

**WARNING:**

- **For the first time using the earbuds or for a long time to use the earbud, please charge the charging case and earbuds before use. Please keep it in an undamaged and effective environment within 10 meters. Otherwise, it may be back and disconnected.**

---

**When using Bluetooth earbuds:**

**1.** Take the two earbuds out and press Bluetooth name: AMOI F9 L for Left R for Right. The earcap heads down to indicate that there is power. If it does not light, it means no power.

**2.** Take two earbuds out of the charging case and wear them on the left and right-ear respectively. The earbuds will automatically turn on and automatically pair (Voice prompt: power on). Do not use the earbud or change the Bluetooth name.